
 SHAPEWEAR



Ref. strapless cachetera shapewear
Silicone band on the top and legs 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Butt lifter 

Corrects body posture
Removable strips 

Bene�ts Ref. strapless cachetera shapewear 

1 2



Ref. Strapless short shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. Strapless short shapewear

3 4

Silicone band on the top 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Butt lifter 

Corrects body posture
Removable strips 



Ref. strapless knees shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. stapless knees shapewear

3 4

Silicone band on the top 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Butt lifter 

Corrects body posture
Removable strips 
Reduce legs



Ref. removable strips cachetera shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. removable strips cachetera shapewear

1 2

Silicone band on the top 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Butt lifter 

Corrects body posture
Removable strips 
Center and lift breasts



Ref. removable strips short shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. removable strips short shapewear

1 2

 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Butt lifter 

Corrects body posture
Removable strips 
Center and lift breasts



Ref. Removable strips knees shapewear 

Bene�ts Ref. Removable strips knees shapewear 

1

 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Butt lifter 

Corrects body posture
Removable strips 
Center and lift breasts



Ref. Complete Cachetera shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. Complete Cachetera shapewear 

1 2

 
Center and lift breasts
Silicone band on legs 
 

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy control 

It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 
Corrects body posture



Ref. Complete short shapewear 

Bene�ts Ref. Complete short shapewear 

1 2

 
Center and lift breasts
Corrects body posture

 

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy control 

It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 



Ref. complete knees shapewear 

Bene�ts Ref. complete knees shapewear

1 2

 
Center and lift breasts
Corrects body posture
Reduce legs

 

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy control 

It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 



Ref. complete extra long shapewear 

Bene�ts Ref. complete extra long shapewear 

1 2

 
Center and lift breasts
Corrects body posture

 

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy control 

It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 
Reduce legs and covers knees



Ref. Removable strips extra log shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. Removable strips extra log shapewear

1 2

 
Center and lift breasts
Removables strips

 

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy contro
Corrects body posturel 

It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 
Reduce legs and covers knees



Ref. body shaper with short sleeves  

Bene�ts Ref.body shaper with short sleeves 

1 2

Center and lift breasts 
Waist shaper 
Tummy control 

 

It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 
Corrects body posture
Covers shoulders and underarms

 

It is available in short, knees or 
extra long type
It has small sleeves to feel 



Ref. body shaper with sleeves 

Bene�ts Ref. body shaper with sleeves

1 2

Center and lift breasts 
Reduce arms
Covers shoulders and underarms

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
It shapes back, hips and butt 

Butt lifter 
Corrects body posture



Ref. sleeves body shapers knees

Bene�ts Ref. sleeves body shapers knees

1 2

Center and lift breasts 
Reduce arms
Covers shoulders and underarms

 

Waist shaper 
Tummy control 
It shapes back, hips and butt 
Butt lifter 

 

Corrects body posture
Shape legs



Ref. top body shaper

Bene�ts Ref. top body shaper

1 2

Covers, center and lift breasts 
confortable
Waist shaper 

 

Tummy control 
It shapes back, hips and butt 

 

Butt lifter 
Corrects body postures



Ref. top body shaper knees
Covers, center and lift breasts 
confortable
Waist shaper 

 

Tummy control 
It shapes back, hips and butt 
 

Butt lifter 
Corrects body postures
Reduce legs 

Bene�ts Ref. top body shaper knees

1 2



Ref. strapless body shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. strapless body shapewear

1 2

Waist shaper
Tummy control  

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Removable strips 
 

Corrects body postures
Claps crotch closure



Ref. Removable strips body shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. Removable strips body shapewear

1 2

Waist shaper
Tummy control  

 

It shapes back, hips and butt
Removable strips 
 

Corrects body postures
Claps crotch closure



Ref. complete body shapewear

Bene�ts Ref. complete body shapewear

1 2

Waist shaper
Tummy control  

 

Shapes back completely
It shapes butt softly
 

Corrects body postures
Claps crotch closure



Ref. Push up short cachetero

Bene�ts Ref. Push up short cachetero

1 2

High pressure on middle 
and lower stomach

 

Shape hips
Butt liffting effect

Silicone bands on the 
Waistband and legs lace



Ref. Push up short mid thigh

Bene�ts Ref. Push up short mid thigh

1 2

High pressure on middle 
and lower stomach

 

Shape hips
Butt liffting effect

Silicone bands on the 
Waistband 



Ref. Push up short knees 

Bene�ts Ref. Push up short knees

1 2

High pressure on middle 
and lower stomach

 

Shape hips
Butt liffting effect

Silicone bands on the 
Waistband and legs lace
Reduce legs



Cierre graduable de 2 
hileras, 3 hileras o 4 
hileras de broches

Ref. Push up short extra long

Bene�ts Ref. Push up short extra long

1 2

High pressure on middle 
and lower stomach

 

Shape hips
Butt liffting effect

Silicone bands on the waistband
 Reduce legs and cover knees



Ref. low waist push up short

Bene�ts Ref. Low waist push up short

1 2

High pressure and 
lower stomach

 

Shape hips Butt liffting effect



Ref. Low waist push up short cachetero

Bene�ts Ref. Low waist push up short cachetero

1 2

High pressure and 
lower stomach

 

Shape hips
Butt liffting effect

Silicone bands on  legs lace



Ref. Low waist push up short knees
High pressure on 
lower stomach

 

Shape hips
Butt liffting effect

Silicone bands on 
legs lace

Bene�ts Ref. Low waist push up short knees

1 2



Ref. extra high push up short cachetero 
with zipper 

(

Bene�ts Ref. extra high push up short cachetero 
                         with zipper

1 2

Small rods on the top band
Tummy control

 

It shapes back and butt 
Silicone bands on legs lace

Butt liffting effect



Ref. sextra high push up short with zipper

(

Bene�ts Ref. extra high push up short with zipper

1 2

Small rods on the top band
Tummy control

 

It shapes back and butt Butt liffting effect



Ref. extra high push up short

Bene�ts Ref. extra high push up short

1 2

Small rods on the top band
Tummy control, middle pressure

 

It shapes back and butt
corrects body postures 

Butt liffting effect



Ref. extra high push up short cachetero

Bene�ts Ref. extra high push up short cachetero

1 2

l

 

Small rods on the top band
Tummy control, middle pressure

 

It shapes back and butt 
Corrects body postures

Butt liffting effect
Silicone bands on legs lace



Ref. powernet vest waist training

Bene�ts Ref. powernet vest waist training

1 2

High pressure on tummy control
Waist shaper

 

Corrects body postures 
Shapes back

Center and lift bust



Ref. powernet waisttrainner

Bene�ts Ref. powernet waisttrainner

1 2

High pressure on tummy control

 

Waist shaper Corrects body postures 



Ref. latex waisttrainner in colors

Bene�ts Ref. latex waisttrainner in colors

1 2

High pressure on tummy control
Waist shaper 

 

Corrects body postures
it comes in pink, purple or blue
 

 

Shapes back
It comes with 2 , 3 or 4 
rows of hooks 



Ref. latex waisttrainner 2 rows hooks

Bene�ts Ref. latex waisttrainner 2 rows hooks

1 2

High pressure on tummy control
Waist shaper 

 

Corrects body postures
Nude or black color available
 

 

Shapes back
It comes with 2 rows of 
hooks 



Ref. latex waisttrainner 3 or 4 rows hooks

Bene�ts Ref. latex waisttrainner 3 or 4 rows hooks

1 2

High pressure on tummy control
Waist shaper 

 

Corrects body postures
Nude or black color available
 

 

Shapes back
It comes with 3 or 4 rows 
of hooks



Ref. latex vest waisttrainner removable 
     strips

Bene�ts Ref. latex vest waisttrainner removable strips

1 2

High pressure on tummy control
Waist shaper 

 

Corrects body postures
Nude or black color available, also 
comes in pink, purple or blue

 

 

Shapes back
Center and lift bust
It comes with 2 or 3 rows 
of hooks



Ref. latex vest waisttrainner

Bene�ts Ref. latex vest waisttrainner

1 2

High pressure on tummy control
Waist shaper 

 

Corrects body postures
Nude or black color available, also 
comes in pink, purple or blue

 

 

Shapes back
Center and lift bust
It comes with 2 or 3 rows 
of hooks



WAIST hips





Ref. Removable strips body shapewear

1


